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hey know the address by
heart – 749 Shore Road –
even though the Star of
the Sea Boys Club was
demolished decades ago.
The storming success of
their juvenile football
team of the late 1960s and
the powerful atmosphere
within Old Scores, the
1983 BBC documentary
made about those players, means that the
club is often identified with that lost side.
But talk to any of the team and they will
tell you that the importance of Star of the
Sea was much deeper than any sport.
Yes, it was athletics in summer, it was
basketball all winter, it had new
table tennis sets, it was
football, football,
football, and it had
spanking new facilities. The Star disco
ran every Friday night
and, afterwards, Liam
Conlon and the others
would bus the youngsters home. Dr Conlon
had a gruff manner and a
commanding nature.
“Big Liam was Star,”
says Willie Caldwell. There
was one golden rule: no
religious talk or symbolism.
From the beginning, kids
from both communities were
welcome. Dr Conlon didn’t
make any big noise about it.
He just showed that it could
work. People are people.
Kids are kids. Star of the
Sea existed and thrived at
that rare intersection
where a beautiful idea met
absolute pragmatism.
“Our lives just revolved
around it,” says Bill McCotter now. “That man had
such an influence on me and
well, thousands like me. Dr
Liam used to say, if you want
to have any influence, you
have to get involved. So he
put us in charge of the tuck
shop. He would teach you
about trust, about being
responsible for the money.
He’d put you on the committee even though you were a
kid. Where would I have been
without Star of the Sea? There
were thousands of us that
were kept off the street
because of the circumstances
that we were in.”
Caldwell thinks he was about
11-years-old when he joined
Star. He’d been playing table
tennis one afternoon on a table
made from a metal road sign.
Marty Quinn told him he should
go down to the club; that they
had proper tennis tables down
there. Willie told him he
couldn’t; that Star was for
Catholics. You can, Marty Quinn
told him. Not a bother.
“So I went down and started to play
with Star in the wee green hut. Then
Dessie [Black] and the rest came down.”
“The rest” turned out to be a bunch of
kids that formed one of the best football
teams the city would produce. Many came
from Rathcoole, built in the 1950s by the
Northern Irish Housing Trust and housing 10,000 residents from both Catholic
and Protestant communities
“Magical,” is Raymond Anne’s’s
description of growing up in Rathcoole as
a kid. “Loved it. Loved it. Street teams all
over. Nobody cared what you were. You
were just one of the best players. Kids
were respectful. You rarely saw a policeman. If you gave a woman walking down
the street any cheek, you didn’t have to
wait for your parents to clip you: she’d clip
you! I broke a window once. We were out
playing football. Ran like the hammers.
“My parents did shift work in the
factories, in the mills. I was in bed waiting
for them to get home. The policeman
came. Because of that you got the belt
from your father – and a cuff around the
ears from your mother. It was because of
the policeman more than the window. You
brought shame to the house. But now
some of the parents feel it is a badge of
honour if the police come to the house.
Times change.”
They were besotted with football in that
period when suburban roads were
primarily make-shift football pitches. So
they were already decent ball players by
the time Liam Conlon started working
with them. Dessie Black was the goalkeeper and, like Caldwell, has spent most of his
adult life in Guernsey. Anytime he drinks
a glass of orange squash, he is transported
back to the canteen at Star. Late 1960s
pop songs heard at the supermarket or on
the car radio have the same effect. The
sounds, the smells, the voices.
“Star” is a state of mind for them all.
Dessie can talk of the team with an
immediacy that defies decades. McCord
was, by general consensus, the exception
in the group, blessed with a burning
talent. He played for Northern Ireland
Boys for three years and went for trials to
Manchester United. Denis Sweeney,
Paddy Davidson and Tommy O’Neill also
played for Northern Ireland Boys. McCord
himself reckons that Terry Nicholl was the
one with the right stuff. “I’d pick him
every day of the week.”
O’Neill, another Rathcoole boy, also
went across to England to audition for
Blackpool and although Wolves later
invited him for trials, he never went. One
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day after a game, Willie Caldwell was
approached by Bob Bishop, who walked
around Belfast as a seer: the man who
discovered George Best.
“Didn’t he offer you a trial?” Dessie
prompts one afternoon on a zoom call
from Willie’s kitchen in Guernsey. The
two men have been thick as thieves for 50
years.
“Nah, it wasn’t that,” Willie clarifies. “It
was one day we played Bob’s team,
Cregagh Boys. They had Sammy McIlroy
and a few others. We beat them 2-0. And
Bob took my particulars and he said, ‘I’ve
been watching you, son. You are decent.’
And then he asked me how old I was. And I
was coming up to 16. And he stood back
then and looked at me and went, ‘oh you
are a wee bit small. I’ll be keeping an eye
on you.’ That was the last I heard of him. I
should have said, well, George Best was
only a small wee fella, too. I was never as
good as that by the way! But that is my
claim to fame.”
Bobby Sands played left wing and could
run all day. Michael Acheson was right
back. Jordi Hussey was another very
crafty player. They were a team for about
four seasons, winning all before them in
the Boys club leagues and taking regular
trips across the Border to play against
southern teams. At under-16 level, they
won the Northern Ireland Cup final at
Celtic Park and then won the All-Ireland
cup, a competition featuring the top four
teams from Dublin and the North. “The
highlight for us was going to Celtic Park.
That’s where the finals were played. We
won a lot of cups,” says Black in a matter of
fact way.
“They were so, so good,” says Bill
McCotter, a former Ireland schools
basketball international who coached at
Star. “Tommy was a very, very good
footballer. And Raymond McCord, in my

opinion, was the very best of them, a
fabulous footballer. I used to coach them
some basketball. It was very new then.
Bobby used to joke that it was a sissy’s
game so I’d get him on the court and beat
the tar out of him to show him it wasn’t.
Willie Caldwell was a brilliant table tennis
player. But they were such a unique team.
I don’t think they lost a game in five years
to anybody. Then, obviously, the Troubles
just . . . well.”

RaymondMcCordat
Whitewellpitchesin
Newtownabbeyand,above,
circledinthebackrowof
theStaroftheSea
under-16sthatwonits
leaguetrophyin1969.
BobbySandsiscircled
inthefrontrow.
Photograph:LiamMcBurney.
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byRaymondMcCord

I was no danger as a Protestant from
Catholics in Star of the Sea. But the point
is if you asked people in Rathcoole which
they’d prefer, they’d go back to pre-1969.
It was better.” – Raymond McCord

Humandecency

Because this is a Belfast story that took
place at a time when the city was moving
towards a darkness its people could not
have possibly imagined, it is not straightforward. It is not without grief and
heartbreak and ruined lives. But it does
possess an undeniable and vitally bright
core of human decency. It contains
enduring friendship and laughter.
Bizarrely, it even contains a connection
to the West End and Andrew Lloyd
Webber. And it possesses the kernel of a
fiercely tight group of young lads who, for
a few football seasons, managed to dodge
the governing forces of sectarianism and
the coming chasm. For a precious winter
or two, the Star of the Sea football team
was just that.
“It was all left at the door,” says Caldwell. “We were all one. We all got on.
When they made the television documentary about Star, I think there were six
Catholics and five Protestants in that
team. We all knew where everyone came
from. And none of us gave a shit.”
Their social lives revolved around the
club. Every few Saturdays they might
wander up to Donegall Street to get a Ben
Sherman in Frasers or a haircut.
“But I would say I spent four full years
of my life around that club,” Caldwell says.

“They were fun days. I didn’t go anywhere
else. Home from school, have my tea, up
to the club. And then there all day Saturday and Sunday.”
They were a football team from the ages
of about 13 to 18: transformative years.
Naturally, there were alliances. Tommy
O’Neill and Bobby Sands were inseparable. O’Neill also had time for Michael
Acheson, whom he described as a “tough
footballer”.
“Very fond of him,” he said in Old
Scores.
Hussey and McCord got on with
everyone. Denis Sweeney, in the same
documentary, reckoned that there was
always a friction between him and Bobby
Sands. But those normal personality
clashes weren’t governed by
background.
“There was never any violence.
We all got along. But I do remember we had to fight one night,”
Dessie Black says, breaking into a
sheepish laugh. “Me and Bobby.
See. I wore a green suit that was
about two foot bigger than me.
My Ma wouldn’t let me go to the
disco if I didn’t put it on. So I went
down. Bobby and Tommy and a
few of the boys were taking the
piss out of my suit.
“Me and Bobby agreed to fight
the Monday night up at the
pitch. But neither of us wanted
to fight. So we went to basketball training on Monday
night. And we both said:
okay, let’s get it over with
now. Tommy and the boys
were stirring it up. So
anyway the two of us had to
go up to pitch and fight. It
was the worst fight in the
world! He didn’t want to hit
me and I didn’t want to hit
him.”
Black and Sands were in
the same class all through
secondary at Stella Maris:
1c, 2c, 3C. “Then in our last
year, they put us in 4A. And
we were: what’s this all
about? Loved our football,
loved our sport. Great man,
like. Loved the man.”
McCord says that even
after sectarian emotions
had started to ferment in
Rathcoole, nothing
changed when it came to
Star. His father was a
practicing Orange man.
Raymond had no real
interest in the Order.
But one evening in
Rathcoole, his father met
with a group of what he
now knows were paramilitaries in the house. As they
were heading out, he asked
them for a lift to training.
He laughs now at the
reaction when he told them
to stop on the Shore Road
outside the club. They were aghast.
McCord mimics the moment, exaggerating the strong north Belfast accent.
“You’re going in dure! You can’t go in
dure! It’s all Fenians. Well, I play football
for them,” he recounts. “It was all water
off a duck’s back. We were 16-years-old,
you know? Our interests were football.
And a girlfriend.”
It was around then that the offers
started coming from England. Tommy
O’Neill and Raymond McCord both went
to trials at Blackpool. A few months later,
McCord was recruited by Manchester
United. Paddy Crerand, the Northern
Ireland international and a god to them,
was his trainer. One day McCord and one
of the English boys were clashing at
training at the Cliff.
“He was one of these guys who love
themselves,” McCord says. “So I let him
know what a Belfast tackle was. Paddy
Crerand stepped in. He made them run
laps in opposite directions.
After a bit, he called McCord aside.
“You a Paddy or a Billy son?” he asked.
McCord hardly knew what he meant.
“I’m a Paddy. Georgie’s a Billy.”
Then Paddy Crerand said: “See the next
time you kick that fella? Do it when I’m not
looking.”
He was there six weeks when he phoned
his father at an arranged time on his
neighbour’s phone in Rathcoole. “Aye,
brilliant,” he said when his father asked
him how it was going. And for reasons he
still can’t fully articulate, he got a boat
home the next day. He walked away from
Manchester United in the year they were
champions of Europe.
“I regret that I didn’t find out how far I
could have gone. I regret that there. But
you know, Jimmy Nicholl, the footballer,
lived close to me. And I have to say Terry
Nicholl from Star was better than Jimmy
Nicholl. Terry had it all – skill. He had the
heart. Didn’t get the credit. We had a lot of
good players. But if I stayed at Man United
– and it’s not to be all soppy – but I
wouldn’t have ended up with my three
sons. So if that is the choice, Manchester
United or the three boys, then it’s the
three sons all the time.”

Seatide

Meanwhile, in Belfast, the fractures were
beginning to show. What Dr Conlon was
trying to protect his team against was like
repelling the sea tide with a bucket. After
the Star discos, they were bussed home to
their doors. But there were other nights
■ CONTINUEDONBACKPAGE
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t least the Norwegians are happy.
Ruddy of cheek and hearty of lung
as they ski and skate and slalom
happy in the knowledge that they
ride high on the lists of the wealth of
nations but also, as things stand, rank first
on the medals table at the Olympics in
Beijing, which is experiencing a long
winter of discontent.
For those of us stuck on the western
edge of Europe, where the mere rumour
of snow is enough to provoke drastic
warnings from the good ship Met Éireann
and snap school closures in the Alpine
regions of Connacht-Ulster, the winter
Olympics are something of a mystery.
All that whiteness and blue sky. It’s
always been a television spectacle and its

most memorable moments often have
nothing to do with technical perfection.
No, it’s the stories that steal the show:
Nancy and Tonya, the Miracle on Ice,
Eddie the Eagle Edwards and the Jamaican bobsleigh team, the spectacular falls
and crashes.
But there was something elementally
dark about the fall that will define the
benighted fortnight in Beijing, when the
15-year-old Russian skate prodigy Kamila
Valieva fell twice in quick succession on
what was supposed to have been the
routine that confirmed her gold medal
status in the final round of the women’s
singles figure skating.
Immediately afterwards a nearby
camera caught Eteri Tutberidze, the

teenager’s notoriously demanding coach,
removing her Covid mask all the better to
reprimand the distraught skater for not
fighting through her routine.
The moment provoked an instant
response, from audiences watching
around the world, from former skaters
towards commentators and, most surprisingly, from IOC president Thomas Bach,
an administrator who has never strayed
far from the vanilla safe lands of soft-absorbent diplomacy.
In what amounted to a radical criticism
by his standards, Bach declared himself
“very disturbed” after he watched the
competition on television by the frosty
attitude of the Russian coaching staff
towards the stricken athlete. “It was

chilling to see this,” he said.
While he was ostensibly talking about
the events in the actual final, it’s hard not
to escape the sense that some part of Bach
was responding to the general grotesquerie of Kamila Valieva’s entire Olympic
experience.
Harshwords
The political backdrop to the Beijing
Olympics was ugly and mutinous, with
American and Chinese interests trading
harsh words over the welfare of the tennis
star Peng Shuai, a concern quickly eclipsed
by the international alarm at events on the
Ukraine-Russia border.
Nothing about the Beijing games feels
natural or joyful, from the $60 million
spent on artificial snow to the desolate
sight of its grandstand events taking place
without the noise – and background colour
– of spectators. In 2008 the Beijing summer
Olympics was broadly greeted as China’s
debutante event: an overdue show by an
awakening economic titan. These Olympics were promised as a model of efficiency
but the costs, at almost £9 billion, have
escalated.
And what has it amounted to?
Happy Norwegians, yes, and there is
nothing wrong with that. But when this
fortnight is distilled, as all Olympic events
are, into a single image or moment, it is to
the general betrayal of a 15-year-old child
that will be remembered.
Without question Valieva was placed in
an unconscionable position by the Russian
federation after a drug test she had submitted returned three positive substances, one

‘‘

The wonder was not that
Valieva fell down on the ice
on Thursday night. It was
that she found the
resilience to skate her
routine in the first place

of which was banned in competition.
The inevitable back-and-forth between
the World Anti-Doping Agency and the
Russian Anti-Doping Agency, the blizzard
of condemnatory coverage, the decision by
the Committee for the Arbitration of Sport
to allow the athlete to compete all overlooked the appalling truth that all of this
pressure was coming to bear on a
15-year-old – who already carried the huge
expectation of claiming gold.
The wonder was not that she fell down
on the ice on Thursday night. It was that
she found the resilience to skate her
routine in the first place.
The Valieva story is a very familiar pageant.
A brief synopsis of her life suggests a life of
extraordinary accomplishment and very
little free time. By age six, she had moved
from Kazan to Moscow to join the hothouse
of misery that would take her to this point.

STAR

directly involved. I . . . always feel that they
were probably the unlucky ones rather
than the preconceived master plan to
become heroes of their various groups. I
don’t think there was anything intrinsically evil about the guys who got involved or
basically very good about the guys who
didn’t. I would think it was bad luck yeah
considering the situation in Ireland at the
moment. Certainly, there for the grace of
God go I, really.”

TURNS

WestEndmusical
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out, too. A bunch of them went out after a
big win – a quarter- or semi-final played on
a Saturday afternoon in December 1971. “I
think Terry Nicholl, Ray McCord, Michael
Acheson and myself went to a disco on the
New Lodge Road, which is a totally
Catholic area,” says Caldwell.
“It was the night a bomb had exploded
in McGurk’s bar at the bottom on the New
Lodge. People had been killed. And when
word got up to us, the boys came up and
told us and we had to jump out the back
window and get out of there. But put it this
way: we were still close friends. It was a
friendship borne out of playing football.
The friendships we made in the club
meant we did socialise outside of it. It was
all left at the door. It didn’t matter.”
Until it did. Agitation for civil rights
gained momentum through the autumn of
1968 and by August 1969, escalating fear
and determination in both communities
broke into a storm of rioting that swept
Derry and, a few nights later, the various
sectarian intersections across Belfast.
Families from both communities were
burnt out of their houses with the result
that Rathcoole became flooded with
Protestant families seeking refuge.
Shortly afterwards, Catholic families were
forcibly evacuated. The windows of
Tommy O’Neill’s house were smashed in.
His family left and eventually found
somewhere to live in Ardoyne. The Sands
family ended up in Twinbrook estate. As
an experiment in social harmony, Rathcoole was done.
“It was a disgrace,” McCord says now.
“I got into more trouble then. I wasn’t
sticking up for Catholics. I was sticking up
for my friends. And the people who did
that were bigots. Some of these families
were there from when Rathcoole was
built. You ask people like myself – I moved
there as a kid from York Street. We lived
behind Gallagher’s factory. When I look
back I think of some real good friends.
There was a guy at the bottom of the
street, a good footballer. Liam McDonald.
“He was murdered by people from
within Rathcoole. And another lad
Francie Reilly, about a year younger than
me he was, and he was shot. And that was
going on and I was playing with Star. Yet, I
was no danger as a Protestant from
Catholics in Star of the Sea. But the point
is if you asked people in Rathcoole which
they’d prefer, they’d go back to pre-1969.
It was better.”
And life sped up for the Star of the Sea
boys also. When training began after the
1971 season, some of the boys, like Terry
Nicholl, simply never returned. “The
party was over,” he told Olenka Frenkiel
in Old Scores. Frenkiel had arrived in
Belfast in the late 1970s as a young BBC
reporter when the Troubles had become
irretrievably mired in hatred. She heard a
half-story about a cross-community
football team which seemed too fabulous
to be true and started to make inquiries.
The 40-minute film has now been
viewed almost half a million times on
YouTube and it’s a stunning if sombre
piece of social history. Frenkiel encounters the former players a decade after the
team had become fragmented and life
experience had narrowed their ideology.
They are all still young men, bearing the
vaguely glam fashion totems of the day –
blond highlights, ear piercings. By then,
their Star side was a team of ghosts.
Dessie Black left Belfast in his late
teens: he headed to the Shetlands, realised
it was Baltic and then made a life in
Guernsey. He continued to play and coach
football at a high level. His son, Ryan Zico
Black, played professionally for a few
years. When the Brazilian legend for
whom Ryan was named heard on the
grapevine of this honour, he invited the
Blacks to Rio – Ryan Black ended up
scoring a goal in an exhibition game in the
Maracana and featuring on a Brazilian
television news feature. Caldwell followed
Black’s path, arriving in Guernsey on the
Saturday night that Abba won the 1974
Eurovision.
“The reason I left Belfast was because I

After the positive drugs testing came the
explanation from the Russian camp: that
the girl’s grandfather used a medication for
a heart condition…perhaps a contaminated
glass, perhaps a trace on the counter. Apart
from making the grandfather feel like
absolute hell, this argument achieved
nothing. Valieva went into the Olympics
under an intense glare of suspicion directed perhaps at the sports culture of Russia
but felt and experienced by her alone.
If she had won gold, the IOC declared,
there would be no medal ceremony until
after. Then she slipped and saved the
Olympics the embarrassment.
Gliding across the ice, Valieva becomes
something impervious to age. What she
does is unfathomable to the vast majority of
people on earth. But as soon as she stepped
off the rink the truth that all of this was
happening to a mere child became apparent to everyone.
So Bach spoke his words and although
he couldn’t say this, unless he wanted to do
some kind of Peter Finch in Network act,
you have to conclude that he must have
seen, in that moment, that there is a
sickness running through the Olympic
movement: that all the brilliance and the
heart-warming stories and the doves can’t
disguise the essential immorality of placing
a child in a predicament like this, with all
the world watching and nobody to lend a
hand of comfort when it was needed.
Thomas Bach can’t say it but deep down,
like the watching world, he must have
known that everyone connected to the big
Olympic carnival should, at some level,
share in the shame

was a Protestant with predominantly
Catholic friends. I went to Catholic areas
to socialise and I knew it was only a matter
of time before I was in the wrong place at
the wrong time.”
Denis Sweeney had walked 150 yards
past his local pub one Friday night when a
bomb exploded inside. He would have
been in the pub had Star not had a match
on Saturday morning. He watched
numbly as the maimed and injured were
carried out and nobody knew what to do.
There and then he resolved to become a
doctor and later set up a practice from
which he has recently retired.

there is a silence when O’Neill is asked if
he would like to see the players of the Star
team again.
“Love to. Yeah.”

Savageattack

Paramilitary

Three of the team became directly
involved in paramilitary organisations.
Terry Nicholl, raised a Mormon, joined
the UVF and spent three years in the Maze
prison. He was there the same time as
Bobby Sands, who was serving time for
arms possession in the IRA compound.
But few words passed between them.
Michael Acheson was jailed for 17 years
for his part in a UVF shooting, during
which time he re-directed himself in
Christianity and education.
Caldwell, on a visit home to Belfast, met
Acheson at a bus stop one day. They had a
lovely chat. It turned out that the shooting
for which he was later sentenced had
already happened. Even now Caldwell
can’t reconcile the act with the guy he
knew. “How he was so nice to me and
could do that.”
On Guernsey, Black and Caldwell
watched the evening news in disbelief
during the Hunger Strikes of May 1981. In
a matter of months, Bobby Sands’s name
and his image became known across the
globe. It was difficult for his former
team-mates to pair the Republican icon
with the team-mate they knew: scampish,
an athlete, tough, quick tempered.
“Always remember this one game,”
says McCord. “Scuffle at the bottom of the
pitch. A rough match. Bobby took his boot
off and was clipping a fella. The crowd was
cheering this on. You are 16 and the crowd
is cheering a fight on. Things like that
happened every Saturday. But Sandsy . . . I
often found him quiet in his own way. I
didn’t see him getting into trouble at all.”
Of all the interviews conducted by
Frenkiel, there is a haunting aspect to the
segments with Tommy O’Neill. He’s
sitting outside on one of those pale Irish
summer days and there’s the sound of
children playing in the background.
O’Neill is handsome in that early 1980s
mod fashion. And he seems utterly broken
by the events of the previous decade. He’d
lost his co-ordinates overnight in the

■ From top: Former Star of the Sea players Dessie Black, a Catholic, and Willie
Caldwell, a Protestant, have now made Guernsey their home; It was difficult for
Bobby Sands’s former team-mates to pair the Republican icon with the team-mate
they knew: Rathcoole was built in the 1950s and housed 10,000 residents from both
Catholic and Protestant communities before the Troubles erupted.
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displacement from Rathcoole and was
understandably bitter at the sense that his
family was abandoned. McCord, though,
is adamant that he did everything he could
to step in.
“I’ve always been straight that I was
annoyed by Tommy’s comments in that
documentary when he was put out of
Rathcoole. They weren’t justified. Other
players weren’t happy. Plus, Terry Nicholl
lived on the bottom of Tommy’s street.
And if he had been there he would have

tried to stop the O’Neills windows being
put in.”
Whatever the circumstances, O’Neill’s
world was upended. He’d spent every day
with Sands – running, football, discos – but
saw him maybe twice in the seven years
before he died in the hunger strikes.
Frenkiel pushes him to acknowledge that
he was a classy footballer and he smirks
and says, “You tryin’ to give me a big head
or something”, before insisting he wasn’t
good enough to make it in England. Then

He never did. O’Neill was still in his 30s
when he died. Terry Nicholl also died
young. Bobby Sands was 27 when he died
on hunger strike on May 5th 1981, less
than a month after he had been elected as
MP for Fermanagh/South Tyrone. In Old
Scores, Raymond McCord is set to emigrate for Australia. As it transpired, his
visa application was turned down. He
stayed in Belfast and made a life. In 1997,
his son Raymond junior, himself a highly
promising footballer, was beaten to death
by the UVF in a savage attack. His body
was dumped in a quarry in Newtownabbey, not too far from the old Star pitches.
Since that time, McCord has been an
active and vocal victims campaigner. He
has spoken to Congress in Washington
and actively lobbies politicians in Belfast
and Dublin. Through the unspeakable
sadness, he’s managed to retain a lively
sense of humour and given half a chance
he’ll tell anyone who’ll listen that there is
something special about the people in his
city – when they are left to get on with it.
“People find this hard to believe. I could
go for a beer on the Falls Road and they’ll
find out who I am and ask questions. If I
sat down in Sandy Row I’d be shot because
I speak out about the paramilitaries. I
speak out about Republican paramilitaries too but they don’t want to kill me. You
don’t fear it. But you are aware of it. If you
lived in fear . . . you’d need tablets. You’d
be paranoid. I’d like to see sectarianism
being made a crime. That is where we
need to start. I would like to see our
schools integrated. We had an integrated
football team at Star which was the best
junior side on the island of Ireland. We
didn’t know each other and we ended up
being great friends. It shows what sport
and integration can do. There was no
politics involved. And no church people.”
Towards the end of Old Scores, Denis
Sweeney reflects on the way circumstances and the prevailing political and social
storm caused his football team to scatter
in such radically different directions. He is
still a young man, looking forward to the
day when his five-month old son will play
for Star. And he somehow manages to
articulate the randomness and strangeness of being a Belfast teenager in 1969.
“There was no one in Belfast at that
time who didn’t come close to getting
involved. It would have been practically
impossible to live in working class districts
without being approached or getting

Star of the Sea persevered through the
Troubles. After Dr Conlon died in 1994,
Bill Cotter and the others kept it going but
the era of the boys’ clubs had begun to
wane. The committee met with Ben Elton
and Andrew Lloyd Webber in the late
1990s to hear a proposal for a West End
musical based on the football team. They
declined the offer because the feeling was
the story would revolve around the fate of
Sands. The Beautiful Game debuted in
2000 and featured an imagined football
story set on the Falls Road. Bill McCotter
accepted an invitation to see it and was
content they had made the right decision.
“While Bobby was a member of the
team and a lovely young fella and played
for us, it was not the full story of Star.
There was so much good that came out of
that club.”
In a way, the point of Star was not that
their fabulous, integrated junior team had
been ruined by the Troubles. It was the
nameless hundreds who the same experience might have helped through. The
Boys Club officially closed in 2003 but the
Star of the Sea name has survived and
flourished through the basketball wing of
the operation, which has established itself
as one of the top clubs in Irish basketball.
Most of the senior members, like Bill
McCotter and Danny Fulton, started out
by signing up for the club. Liam Conlon
was honoured with an MBE and CBE for
his civic work. It’s clear that in his own
gruff way, he was a miracle worker.
There’s a story still in circulation about
one of the kids who turned up for training
at Star.
“What foot do you kick with, son?”
Conlon reportedly asked.
The reply can vary according to the
storyteller.
“I’m Catholic.”
“I’m Protestant.”
“No, son,” Conlon replies with impatience. “I mean, are you left-footed or
right footed.”

Transformation

Dessie Black, a Catholic, and Willie
Caldwell, a Protestant, stand as enduring
testimony to Conlon’s belief system. Both
make regular visits home. Sometimes they
are stunned by the transformation of their
native city: the vibrancy, the confidence
and liberty of the young, the opportunity.
“Guernsey is a lovely little island and it
has been good to us both,” says Dessie.
“But, yeah, Belfast is where my heart is.
And I just look around with pride.”
Raymond McCord’s final memory of
Star is an odd one. Some lost afternoon,
into the 1970s. He was an apprentice
welder and was recruited by Harland and
Wolff football team one season and ended
up playing against Star in an amateur
league match. He found the experience
completely disorienting: to be playing
against those colours didn’t make sense.
At one stage, he forgot himself and yelled
“C’mon Star,” drawing quizzical looks
from his team-mates.
There was a bit of a crowd at the game
and afterwards, a priest approached
McCord. The priest told him he remembered him from that team: that Star had
played against a group he had coached in
Larne. They were some team, the priest
said. The two stood chatting in the cold
outside the dressing room for a few
minutes. And for McCord the priest was a
connection to a brilliant time now irretrievably past. When he walked inside he
saw a team of faces looking at him with a
combination of suspicion and wonder.
“Bear in mind, several of these boys
were Loyalists . . . including the manager,”
he says now with a laugh.
“How do you know that priest?” one of
his H&W team mates asked.
McCord was still caught in the torrent
of voices and moments – the cup finals, the
bus journeys, the sing-songs, the nights
out with and the thrilling feeling of
belonging to a group of boys who believed
they could beat all-comers, forever. He
looked at the faces and knew there was no
point in trying to explain.
“All I could think of saying was: ‘He’s an
old friend’.”
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ForcefieldofspiritstillholdsstrongaroundCody’sKilkenny

T

he tall man in the peaked cap has
been part of Irish summers for 24
years now and it feels as though
the nation knows less about him
than ever. The more recognisable
that iconic figure becomes, the foggier our
understanding.
“My role is constant,” Brian Cody said in
an Irish Times interview in 2014.
He was responding to a question about
what must be one of the strangest ways to
measure the passing of time; to see young
players break into the team, to preside,
then, over their lionhearted years and to
make the judicious calls as they begin to
decline and to see them inevitably bow to
the limitations of age and the body and
finally leave again. To see them come and
to see them go.
A crowded room of the great and the
garlanded have passed through since
Cody was the surprise Kilkenny appointment back in 1998. The Kilkenny hurling
house has always been free of leaks and
loose talk but once players step away, it
was natural that little stories and yarns
would leak out about “who” Brian Cody is
to them.
Early-era players recall a looser, more
relaxed version of the manager of the
early years; of a more approachable
figure, of Cody sharing tins of beer with
the team following a paint-balling outing

before the 2003 semi-final.
That changed after 2005 and then
Kilkenny went on a berserk tear of
greatness. Big names filled that era. He
has been a huge part of their lives. Jackie
Tyrrell sat before him as a fifth-class pupil
in St Patrick’s before emerging as the
dauntless, powerhouse corner-back in the
seasons when it looked as if Kilkenny
might never be beaten again. He reasoned
that if Brian were coming looking to talk to
him, it could only mean trouble.
Some players reported courteous
phone calls when they departed. Others
left under a cloud and without a backwards glance from their manager.
Light-sabresimplicity
Trawl through the Cody archives and you
will never once find him offering the
common GAA lament about the
“demands” of the modern game. It’s one
of the (many) clichés that tests his
patience and his solution to that
conundrum has always held a light-sabre
simplicity: If you don’t want to do it, don’t
do it. Nobody is making you.
One of the biggest hassles the Kilkenny
board has had lies in persuading him to
lodge expenses receipts. Cody’s hurling
resume was gilded as a player and light as
a manager when he came in. Since then,
he’s won 11 All-Ireland titles with

Kilkenny, 18 Leinster titles (including this
year’s latest three in a row), nine league
titles and this evening leads the Cats into a
21st All-Ireland semi-final.
Coldstatistics
The cold statistics are an overwhelming
inventory of consistency. But, of course,
they don’t tell half the story. They don’t
really explain how Cody has managed to
possess two decades’ worth of Kilkenny
hurlers and to send them on to
championship fields in an exalted state.
Even in seasons when the individual talent
was all-time, the emphasis was on the
collective.
In the summers when they were
bettered, the resilience was unrelenting.
Cody hurling teams do not get blown
away. They do not crumble. It has been an
article of faith. And the touchstone
qualities – the fearsome appetite, the
internal pride, the requirement not to act
the big shot – have been studied and
adopted as articles of faith among all other
serious GAA teams.
One of the most mystifying of all Cody’s
tricks is that despite that ceaseless
appetite for more, despite all those
silvered, crisp Rose-of-Mooncoin
September evenings in the Kilkenny
graceland, Cody’s teams have managed to
preserve something of a chip on their

‘‘

he fully acknowledged that Shefflin was a
special player, he was careful to
emphasise that he was treated no
differently to any other player on the
panel. But once, they were close.

In the summers when they
were bettered, the
resilience was unrelenting.
Cody hurling teams do not
get blown away. They do
not crumble. It has been an
article of faith

shoulder ... an essential sense that it is
them against the world.
The GAA is the last pillar standing of
20th century Ireland. For all the necessary
bitterness of its rivalries, its members see
themselves as one family. They speak the
same language and broadly share the
same values. It is based on a tradition of
inheritance and on stories told – although
that archive has lately fallen silent.
The extraordinary rich collaboration
between Brian Cody and Henry Shefflin in
their years with Kilkenny is one of the
great GAA stories. And its one to which
Cody was always slightly resistant; while

MagnitudeofCody’sinfluence
The distance between them was made
obvious in that dismaying handshake in
Salthill at the start of the championship.
The stilled image was quickly analysed to
death and the consensus was that Cody, as
the senior figure, the former boss, had not
responded well to the demands of the
moment; that it revealed a coldness to a
former protégé and a player who has
acknowledged, more than, once, the
magnitude of Cody’s influence on his
hurling life.
Of course, the surface rarely contains
the truth and a more rounded
interpretation has to allow that Cody was
frozen by the uniqueness of the moment;
that some part of him could and cannot
quite believe that Shefflin, of all his
hurlers, has become part of the exterior
world.
There was something saddening about
the briefness of the follow-up handshake –
which Shefflin initiated by seeking out his
former manager – minutes after the
Leinster final in Croke Park. What a
perplexing sight for those in the Kilkenny

Briefs

Tennis Wimbledon

Business
asusualas
Djokovic
advances
withease

FormulaOne

Hamilton second in practice for
British GP as Sainz sets pace
Lewis Hamilton took second
place in practice for the
British Grand Prix.
The seven-time world
champion, who has been at
the centre of Formula One’s
racism row which has dominated the build-up to this
weekend’s event, finished
just 0.163 seconds behind
Ferrari’s Carlos Sainz, with
Lando Norris third for
McLaren.
Hamilton’s encouraging
lap in front of his home crowd
comes just days after it
emerged triple world champion Nelson Piquet had aimed a
racist slur at the British
driver in a podcast recorded
last November. Piquet
apologised to Hamilton –
insisting the offensive term
was mistranslated.
But fresh footage emerged
on Friday, from a separate
interview, in which the
Brazilian used homophobic

JOHNNY WATTERSON

It doesn’t always. But this
time it did. Zero, three and
four said much of what needed to be said about Novak
Djokovic’s grass court engine
purring into the second
week. The Serb faced another Serb in Miomir Kecmanovic, seeded 25, winning
6-0, 6-3, 6-4,as always on Centre Court.
As the details suggest it
was one seamless Serb pushing on from where he left off
in the last round, growing
into this competition and setting markers as he goes. The
35-year-old defending champion also continued his trend
of not dropping a set.
After taking the first without cost, Kecmanovic shook
himself out of the stage fright
and managed some resistance in the second set as he
trailed 4-3 on serve. However, a costly slip on break point
allowed Djokovic to serve for
the set. It finally took an exquisite lob to grab a two-set lead
after just 68 minutes.
There were really no speed
bumps of significance for
Djokovic. He broke service
twice in the third set to open a
5-2 lead and from there on it
was processional despite the
first wobble on his own delivery as Kecmanovic rallied
from 0-30 to delay the inevitable.
Titlechase
The respite from falling out
of the draw was brief for Kecmanovic, and at 5-4, the favourite served out the match
to seal his 330th win in a
Grand Slam match and take
another step towards his seventh Wimbledon title.
“I started off very, very well
with good intensity and focus,” said Djokovic. Asked
about what his landmark win
means to him, he replied: “It
means that I’ve been playing
for quite a few years. Which
I’m very grateful for and I feel
blessed to still be able to compete at the highest level.”
Djokovic, who has won the
last three Wimbledon championships, will face Dutch
wild card Tim van Rijthoven
in round four. But Rijthoven
has insisted he holds no fear.
“I go into every match thinking I can win the match,” he
said. “Also against Djokovic,
I’ll go into that match thinking I can win.”
The 6ft 10in American
John Isner, who dumped
Andy Murray out of this
year’s draw, hit ace number
13,729 against Jannik Sinner
to break the ATP tour record
held by Ivo Karlovic of Croatia. Isner set the record during the third game of his
third-round match against
Sinner. Officials have said
that’s the most since the tour
began tracking aces in 1991.

heartland who associate both figures with
the best of days. Who knows, maybe there
will be a third greeting before this hurling
summer is out.
It is almost certain Cody will never
throw light on what was going through his
mind at those moments – or on anything
else. That drawbridge was raised a long
time ago. His public profile has become
more distant and reserved as the years
have passed and the mutterings of the
right time to step down became louder.
Through it all, he has remained
Kilkenny’s constant gardener.
“I knew when he was appointed that it
meant trouble for everyone else,”
declared Ger Loughnane, after Kilkenny
had beaten his Clare team in the 1999
All-Ireland semi-final. Brian Lohan was a
player that day. This afternoon, Lohan
returns to Croke Park as the manager of a
soulful and broadly-liked Clare team who
are surely the neutrals’ popular choice to
win the All-Ireland.
If so, then they must navigate the
unreasonable forcefield of spirit that has
always been Cody’s Kilkenny. The age of
the eternal GAA manager – who remains
unchanging and indomitable and lit with
conviction even as the country transforms
around him – has passed. No fire can burn
as long or as unforgettably as Cody’s has.
Yet on it blazes.

‘TheMinisterofHappiness’tries
tokeephereyesontheprize
Johnny Watterson

atWimbledon

Jabeur moves into
last 16 hoping to be
first African to win
Wimbledon title
Ons Jabeur may not have raised
many eyes in the first match on
Centre Court yesterday. Her Arabic first name means “removal
of fear” and “to provide a comforting presence for another.”
But the latter didn’t apply in her
third-round match against
Diane Parry.
In this part of Europe, the
27-year-old is relatively unknown and has quietly made

her way up the rankings over
the last three years to become
the second ranked player in the
world. But Jabeur, who beat the
19-year-old French debutant
6-2, 6-3 to secure her passage
into the last 16 holds the hopes
and aspirations of hundreds of
millions across the African and
Arab world.
Last October, she became
the first Arab player, man or
woman, to be ranked in the
world’s top 10; she was the first
Arab woman to reach a grand
slam quarter-final at the
Australian Open in 2020 and
last year also became the first to
reach the last eight at
Wimbledon.
Countries comprising the
Middle East and North Africa
account for more than 420 million people, yet they have only
produced five top-100 tennis
players, including Jabeur, in
the sport’s history. The only other Arab woman to approach
reaching a similar level was,
like Jabeur, a Tunisian.
The win over Parry in 68 minutes was the longest Jabeur has

had spent on court at the All
England Club. She has played
for just over three hours over
three matches. Once again with
Parry, it was full of drop shots
and slices and a little bit of the
typical wizardly by the player
Tunisians call The Minister of
Happiness.

‘‘

I’m just
trying my
best to break
records, to open the
path for the next
generation
“It wasn’t easy back home for
some situations,” said Jabeur.
“But they think when they
watch my matches, I bring happiness. That’s why they call me
that.”
Her varied style gave the
game a refreshing feel, a little
bit of a throwback in there not
being two back court players
slogging it out from behind the
baseline. But throughout it
seemed Jabeur has not had to

Day Five Results
Men’sSingles
Secondround:JackSock(USA)bt
MaximeCressy(USA)6-46-43-67-6
(7-1),JasonKubler(Aus)btDennis
Novak(Aut)6-36-46-4Gentlemen’s
Thirdround:(23) FrancesTiafoe
(USA)btAlexanderBublik(Kaz)3-6
7-6(7-1)7-6(7-3)6-4,TimVan
Rijthoven(Ned)bt(22)Nikoloz
Basilashvili(Geo)6-46-36-4,(1)Novak
Djokovic(Ser)bt(25)MiomirKec-

move up from second gear after
a week of competition.
“Honestly it’s tricky,” she
said. “Those few rounds is
always tricky. I want to play my
best tennis. Obviously if you’re
too comfortable, it’s not that
good as well. I’ll have an even
more difficult match for the
next one.”
Littledoubt
Still the outcome was in little
doubt as Jabeur broke the teenager three times in the first set.
Parry managed to fend off the
dreaded bagel but Jabeur
served out the set 6-2 with a
108mph ace down the middle
on the final point.
While Parry was more effective and had collected herself in
the second set, again Jabeur
was mixing her game well,
continuously unsettling her
opponent with variation. A drill
down the line would be
followed by a feathered backhand as Parry was moved
around the court.
A perfectly weighted drop
shot after tearing up to the net

■ Tunisia’s Ons Jabeur during

her win over Diane Parry at
Wimbledon yesterday.
PHOTOGRAPH: GETTY IMAGES

sealed a key service hold for
Jabeur
and
another
contributed towards a second
break and a final service game
to love for the win.
Afterwards Jabeur was
asked what winning next week
would mean as no African
woman has ever won
Wimbledon.
“It would mean a lot for me,
for my family, for my country,”
she said. “Everybody is
following me, expecting me to
do better and better. I hope I
continue being that person that
gives them what they’re
expecting. I’m just trying my
best to break records, to really
open the path for the next
generation.”
Her eyes are on winning the
title. An unknown player here,
millions will be watching next
week for the possibility of an
Arab summer.

Day Six Order of play
manovic(Ser)6-06-36-4,DavidGoffin
(Bel)btUgoHumbert(Fra)4-67-56-2
7-5,(10)JannikSinner(Ita)bt(20)
JohnIsner(USA)6-47-6(7-4)6-3,(5)
CarlosAlcarazGarfia(Spa)bt(32)
OscarOtte(Ger)5-36-16-2
Women’ssingles
Thirdround:HeatherWatson(Gbr)bt
KajaJuvan(Slo)7-6(8-6)6-2(3)Ons
Jabeur(Tun)btDianeParry(Fra)6-2

6-3,JuleNiemeier(Ger)btLesia
Tsurenko(Ukr)6-43-66-3,(12)Jelena
Ostapenko(Lat)btIrina-Camelia
Begu(Rom)3-66-16-1,TatjanaMaria
(Ger)bt(5)MariaSakkari(Gre)6-37-5,
(24)EliseMertens(Bel)bt(15)
AngeliqueKerber(Ger)6-47-5,
CarolineGarcia(Fra)bt(33)Shuai
Zhang(Chn)7-6(7-3)7-6(7-5), Caroline
Garcia(Fra)bt(33)ShuaiZhang(Chn)
7-6(7-3)7-6(7-5)

CentreCourt
1.30pm:(11)CoriGauff(USA)v(20)
AmandaAnisimova(USA),(4)Paula
BadosaGibert(Spa)v(25)Petra
Kvitova(Cze), (27)LorenzoSonego
(Ita)v(2)RafaelNadal(Spa)
Court1
1pm:(19)AlexDe Minaur(Aus)v
LiamBroady(Gbr),(1)IgaSwiatek
(Pol)vAlizeCornet(Fra),Nick
Kyrgios(Aus)v(4)StefanosTsitsipas
(Gre)

Court2
11am:HarmonyTan(Fra)vKatie
Boulter(Gbr),RichardGasquet(Fra)
v(21)BoticVandeZandschulp(Ned),
MagdalenaFrech(Pol)v(16)Simona
Halep(Rom)
Court3
11am:Christian Garin(Chi)v(29)
JensonBrooksby(USA),AlexMolcan
(Svk)v(11)TaylorHarryFritz(USA),
PetraMartic(Cro)v(8)Jessica
Pegula(USA)

language when speaking
about Hamilton. The
69-year-old has been banned
from the paddock.
On track, Hamilton’s
Mercedes team have arrived
at Silverstone armed with
their third major upgrade of
the year. A new suspension,
rear wing, floor and sidepods
have been strapped on to the
Silver Arrows in a bid to
rescue their season, and the
early signs are encouraging.
Although Hamilton
reported his revised machine
was “bouncing a lot at high
speed”, the silky-smooth
Silverstone asphalt suits
Mercedes.
Max Verstappen, who
holds a commanding lead at
the summit of the standings
having won five of the last six
rounds, finished fourth in
practice yesterday, two
tenths back. Ferrari’s
Charles Leclerc took fifth.

Soccer

Salah commits his future to
Liverpool with long-term deal
Mohamed Salah has signed a
new contract with Liverpool
to 2025. The forward’s deal
was due to expire in a year
and the agreement makes
him the highest-paid player
in the club’s history.
Negotiations had been
protracted and appeared to
have stalled but Liverpool
found a way to structure the
deal within their model.
Under its terms Salah will be
rewarded according to the
number of goals he scores or
is involved in.
Talks culminated in a club
delegation flying to see Salah
and closing the deal. The
Egyptian will be just past his
33rd birthday when the

■ Mohamed Salah: has won

every honour at Liverpool

contract ends.
“I feel great and am excited
to win trophies with the
club,” Salah said. “It’s a
happy day for everyone. It
takes a little bit of time, I
think, to renew, but now
everything is done so we just
need to focus on what’s next.”

Soccer

FAI says costs are under control
as debt rises to ¤63.5m
The Football Association of
Ireland debt has risen “to the
tune of some ¤63.5 million,”
revealed chairman Roy
Barrett, ahead of the “centenary” annual general meeting later this month.
The FAI’s bank and other
borrowings increased by ¤1.1
million in 2021, up from
¤62.4m, but Barrett
emphasised that while
“finances have been stabilised”, reducing the gargantuan “legacy debt” remains a
“key long-term focus” for the
revamped board.
Bank loans last year were
just shy of ¤42 million.
“While the FAI remains in
debt to the tune of some
¤63.5 million, I can assure all
stakeholders, including

Government, Sport Ireland
and our bank [Bank of
Ireland], that we continue to
make real financial progress
off the pitch,” said Barrett,
the former Goodbody
stockbrokers managing
director. “Our costs are now
under control, and our
revenues are rising.”
The return of supporters,
especially the full house at
the Aviva for Portugal last
November, ensured that
match related income took a
massive leap from ¤300,000
in 2020 to ¤7.1million.
Also, the association’s
turnover was ¤54.3m, up
from ¤41.6m, with a cash
balance of ¤27.1m delivering
another ‘post-covid’ lift of
¤11m.
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English Premier League

‘WeareNotEnglish,
WeAreScouse’

Keith
Duggan
The rationale and energy
behind the crowd hostility
towards the British
national anthem and an
anti-monarchical stance
was the latest in Liverpool’s
on-going protest against
the prevailing class system

P

aul Amann felt relaxed as he sat
in Anfield waiting for a meeting
withJürgenKlopp. Balmylate August, not long after the opening
game of the 2021-2022 Premier
League season away to Norwich.
Liverpool had ransacked their hosts at
Carrow Road, winning 3-0. But the headlines focused on a chant sung by a vocal minority of visiting supporters at Norwich’s
Billy Gilmour, who, because he was on loan
from Chelsea and was derided as a ‘rent
boy’.
Since Amann established Kop Outs – an
LGBT support group for Liverpool fans – in
2016 contact with the community wing of
the football club was regular and progressive. The club arranged a meeting to discuss
the troubling chant.
As an activist, Amann is practiced in
meeting senior figures. So he was clear in
his mind about what he wanted to say to the
Liverpool manager. The door opened.
“I was thrown out of my stride because
up pops Virgil van Dijk to pass on his and
the team’s solidarity and respect,” he
laughs. “And Jürgen himself came in then
and was lovely and really listening and
askedpertinent questions to test his ownunderstanding.
“He clearly got why we wanted people to
stop chanting that chant. But it gets better!
After that, Jordan ‘Hendo’ came in – my absolute hero. That’s when I turned into a fanboy.”
Behind the mirth is a deeply solemn message of the ties between club and people.
Liverpool edged Chelsea out of a FA Cup final in Wembley last Saturday after a gripping penalty shootout, repeating the manner of their League Cup win over the same
opposition.
Butitwasthechorusofsustainedboosduring the ceremonial teams’ meet-and-greet
with England’s prince William and through
the rendition of God Save The Queen which
was the source of chattering and scolding afterwards, in the House of Commons in London and in newspaper columns.
Klopp, when asked about the issue, offered a measured response, pointing out
that there must be a reason for the protest.
“I know our people that well that they
wouldn’t do it if there was no reason for it.
And I’m not here surely not long enough to
understand the reason for it, is for sure
something historical and that’s a question
you could answer better than I could ever.”

Rationale

The Telegraph then reported that British
prime minster Boris Johnson “slaps down”
Klopp for defending the booing. In a livid
piece published in theLondon Independent
this week, the writer Tony Evans outlined
the rationale and energy behind the crowd
hostility towards the anthem and an
anti-monarchical stance: that it was the latest in Liverpool’s on-going protest against
England’s prevailing class system and the
establishment indifference.
“What does this have to do with football?” he wrote in the piece. “A lot. The
word “Scouse” isan insult that was reappropriated by those it was used against. In the
poorest areas of Liverpool, a century ago,
the malnourished residents – who were children of immigrants and who mainly identified as Irish – relied on soup kitchens and
cheap street vendors for food. What they
were served was ‘Scouse’, a watery stew.
“Scouser was a pejorative term used to
mock the poorest. When “Feed the Scousers” echoes around stadiums it is expressing a deep folk memory that is imbued with
anti-migrant and anti-Irish sentiment.
Those chanting it may not be conscious of
the history but the driving forces for their
behaviour can be traced back down many
decades.
Nowhere else is poverty sneered at in this
way by outsiders. No one sings “Feed the
Geordies” or “Feed the Mancs” even
though other places have much more deprived areas.
There’s a bleakness behind the chantnothing new in football. But the escalating
inflation and economic crisis that is slowly
strangling Brexit Britain, with food costs
lurching into unprecedented territory, has
sharpened its relevance.
John Grant, who lectures in history and
politics at Liverpool Hope is a regular at Anfield and feels the atmosphere at games this
seasonhas been redolent of the early 1980s.
That intensity of emotion, combined
with the fabled pursuit of the quadruple
(the Premier League, FA Cup, Champions
League and League Cup), is what has made
this season indelible in his mind. Irrespective of whether his team adds to their haul,

Liverpoolfansshowtheir
allegiancetotheMersyside
club:Insetabove:thefront
pageoftheSunnewspaper
atthetimeoftheHillsboroughdisasterin1989.
Photographs:GettyImages
andAFP

2022 is a season to remember.
“And I’ll tell you why. I have never known
the Liverpool crowd to be as political as
they have been over the past few seasons,”
he says. “There is a beautiful banner that
only comes out now and then. It goes near
enough end-to-end in the Kop and it reads
‘We are Not English, We Are Scouse’. And
that sensibility is tied in with booing the
monarchy and the national anthem.
“You can hear them booing the monarchy
in 1986 when Liverpool played Everton in
the cup final. It is the sense of entitlement
they are booing. And it ties in with social and
injustice and the cost-of-living crisis that is
goingon acrossthecountryright now.Liverpool is just more vocal than other cities.
“I’m not the most high-octane political
person but I do have a strong sense of injustice.And when you hear some of the conversationsabout, if you don’thave enoughmoney, go get another job. The chancellor of the
exchequer(Rishi Sunak) isa nighon millionaire and his wife doesn’t declare all her taxes. It stinks, really.”
GrantisaHopeboy; there’saphoto ofhim
somewhere in his pram waiting with his
mother in the line for tickets to see the team
play Real Madrid in the 1965 European Cup.
He is currently researching a fanzine published in the early 1980s called The End.
Among the editorial staff was Peter
Hooton, future lead singer of The Farm. “It
caught the mood of the times through humour.” The mood then was dominated by
the Toxteth Riots and mass unemployment
– set against the fabulous escapism of Liverpool’s 1981 European Cup win.
“The release, after 30 years, of the state
papers of the Thatcher administration in
1981 confirmed what Liverpudlians knew
about the Conservative Party attitude towards the city. Advising against Michael
Heseltine’s bid for a £100 million urban re-

‘‘

Scouser was a pejorative
term used to mock the
poorest. When “Feed the
Scousers” echoes around
stadiums it is expressing
a deep folk memory
that is imbued with
anti-migrant and
anti-Irish sentiment . . .
generation investment, then chancellor
Geoffrey Howe warned Thatcher the government “must not expend all our limited
resources in trying to make water flow uphill” and that the option of “managed decline” should not be discounted.
In the lead-up to Liverpool’s unlikely
2005 European Cup triumph, Evans wrote
a tough, self-rebuking piece on his behaviour on the day of the notorious 1985 European Cup final, when 39 Italian fans died after a wall collapsed following a stampede in
the dilapidated Heysel Stadium.
Evans does not shy away from laying out
his participation in the drinking and looting
and the dark, ugly mood which preceded
the game. But he does try to establish the
context; that many fans were wary after the
events of the 1984 final against Roma, when
Liverpool fans were assaulted to general in-

difference.
“The British media, we felt, had barely reported one of the worst outbreaks of violence in the game’s history,” he recalled.
“We were used to confrontation, but not
necessarily at football matches.
“The first half of the 1980s was perhaps
the city’s lowest point, philosophically and
economically. Scousers were labelled as
thieves in the press, the city’s working class
moved ever leftwards as Margaret Thatcher was feted and the culture gap between
Liverpool and the rest of England was
stretched to breaking point.”
The phrase “managed decline”– shocking in its conservatism – was revealed when
the Hillsborough campaign for justice for
the 98 victims of that stadium disaster was
entering its third decade in pursuit of official accountability and an acknowledgement of the facts.
The race to blame Liverpool fans for the
disaster, the smear campaign by the Sun
newspaper, the police cover-up and lies left a
permanent hurt and anger across the city. It
echoed with the sneering establishment portrayal of Liverpudlians; the Scouse ‘calm
down’ stereotype invoked in old Harry Enfield sketches and mimicked by community
secretary Michael Gove in an addled television interview he gave just a week ago.
“So that sense of not belonging to the rest
of the country, those elements were sewn
not at the FA Cup last Saturday but four decades ago,” Grant continues. “It makes them
sick, the sense of entitlement, it makes the
blood boil. There is a section of society that
will never touch or experience difficulty –
possible hunger, being cold, not having a
worthwhile job and not maybe much to look
forward to in life. And our current prime
minister epitomises that. He has no sense of
feeling for the people around him.”
When Grant thinks about the pop cultural portrayal of Scousers, he can see that it
has created a stigma. “But it also deepened
that sense of otherness.”
It was that quality which attracted
Amann to the city. He grew up in Lin-

colnshire, the son of a Trinidadian who
came to Britain in 1958 and worked in the
British Royal Airforce. By the time Paul first
came to Liverpool to study in the 1990s, he
was already a steadfast Liverpool supporter
because of his father.
“When I was a kid, he idolised Bill Shankly and Bob Paisley. I grew up with that. I
think it was the values that Shankly espoused.A lotof people talk about Bill Shankly as a bastion of invincibility but one of my
favourite quotes is one his granddaughter
Karen told me: ‘We are pro-Liverpool but
we are anti-nobody.’

Folklore

“My father faced more than his fair share of
prejudice coming from the West Indies and
he is a very generous man and he adopted
that generosity of spirit that he would also
dole out with the cheeky competitive side
that Shankly had as well.”
Shankly-isms have become part of England football folklore and the sharpness of
wit has travelled through the generations
and forms one of the characteristics of the
Kop. Rogan Taylor, an academic and a former chair of the Football Supporter’s Association, is the last word on Kop lore.
His stand-out moment, as he told The
Irish Times in an interview in 2005, was at
Tommy Smith’s testimonial, two nights after the European Cup win in 1981. The Kop
crowd, mischievous and still exultant,
sought to liven the evening by singing instructions to other parts of the ground.
They chanted for the Anfield Road terrace
to sit down.
“And bugger me, but they all sat,” Taylor
said. “Then it sang for the main stand to rise
and all the older season ticket people rose.
Then it called on the director’s box to stand
and you could see what was going on there,
that it was a statement of power and letting
everyone know where the heart of this club
was located.
“And you could see all the old camel coats
thinking, ‘f*** it boys, we better stand up

here’. And then, see, the Kop took it that bit
further and it did this genius thing where it
sang for itself to sit down. And then the Kop
sat. It was the most powerful piece of street
theatre I ever saw in my life.”
TheWembley protestwasnot about theatre as much as about being heard. The
low-key but unwavering support of Jürgen
Kloppran astraight lineto the clear-eyedsocialist tenets by which Bill Shankly lived his
life.Klopp’s £15 million salary is the mostobvious example of the untethering of financial limitations within the English game.
However, his social and political comments are infrequent and seem in perfect
synchronicity with those of his adopted city.
“He gets it. He is hand in glove,” says
John Grant. “The Irish get it. The Irish
come here for weekends and they just get
the city. I think the same thing happened to
Klopp.
“When he first came here, he went out
with his wife to have a beer and thought he
wouldn’t be bothered. And I think he was
out for a smoke and all these girls were coming up to his missus and were saying, we’ll
take you shopping, we know all the good
places.”
In 2022, the good places in Liverpool –
shopping or otherwise – are in abundance.
The city has taken immense strides since
the sinister consideration of a graduated
lapse into dereliction as evinced in that infamous government letter.
The docklands are sparkling tourist attractions. The city centre is booming. The
football teams are worth half a billion
pounds to the wider economy. The improvements are general. When Paul Amman was
growing up, his parents wouldn’t allow him
to go to football games to shield himfrom inevitable racist abuse.
Since he set up Kops Out, his engagements with Liverpool have demonstrated
the club’s sincere intent to make sure that

‘‘

It has been a rare season,
irrespective of what
happens over the coming
week. In a fretful anxious
year, the city’s biggest
football team has been a
vital source of joy and
escapism . . .
the anthemic You’ll Never Walk Alone is
adapted as an article of faith so that none of
their fans feel marginalised.
“To me, that is special. They actually engage with that.”
His meeting with Klopp was broadcast
on Liverpool forums and the effect was instant.
“Because so many more decent fans felt
empowered to stop others. And also, the
vast majority of fans didn’t even realise that
singing the chant was being homophobic.
And many not only stopped chanting it,
they then became allies. And we owe a huge
debt of gratitude to so many genuinely lovely fans for that.”
Although Amann has been living in the
city for 20 years, his local friends often tease
him that he isn’t a ‘proper’ Scouser. But the
feeling of being at a remove from England

seeps into anyone living in the city. Assertions of exceptionalism leave Liverpudlians
open to jibes – as was the tone of a 2004
Spectator piece written by Boris Johnson in
which he took the city to task.
“’Self-pity city’. Slurs like that stick in the
memory,” says Amann. “It creates a sense
of: why should we take pride in Englishness
when Englishness does not take pride in us?
I can understand that. I am also pro-Liverpool and anti-nobody. I might not have
been booing had I been at Wembley. But I
wouldn’t have told anyone not to boo.”
Thisweekend,anotherfootballleagueseason closes in the city. On Thursday night,
Everton edged out Crystal Palace 3-2 in their
nail-biting battle for Premier League survival. Tomorrow, Liverpool must win their final
game of the year and then hope that Aston
Villa, led by the Kop’s enduring boy-idol Steven Gerrard, execute the shock of the season
against Manchester City.
Even in a club with an unreasonable faith
in football magic, that outcome is highly improbable.

Spellbinding

“If you are first, you are first,” went one of
Bill Shankly’s famous aphorisms. “If you
are second you are nothing.”
Perhaps. But if Liverpool do finish within
apoint ofCity, they’ll havedone soby playing
some spellbinding football and losing just
twoleaguegames since lastAugust. Keeping
pace with this City team, whose limitless financial reach was recently evident in the £51
million (¤60m) signing of Erling Haaland
fornext season, feels like a miracle.
Liverpool’s celebrated 85/86 League
Cup double-winning side had the luxury of
drawing 10 and losing six games over that
league season. Shankly’s third and final
league title, in 1973-74, was achieved with
seven defeats and 10 draws. The margins
for error are close to non-existent.
And there’s an awareness of Liverpool,
even as tens of thousands prepare to head
to Paris for the Champions League showdown against Real Madrid, that this is a
dream-time,revolving around the unique alchemy created by Klopp.
It has been a rare season, irrespective of
what happens over the coming week. In a
fretful anxious year, the city’s biggest football team has been a vital source of joy and
escapism.
“Yeah, that phrase, the opiate of the
masses,” says Paul Amann. “This is a thriving city in parts but we have tens of thousands living in abject poverty worrying
about whether they can heat their homes
and eat. People do not feel that the state is
acting in a way to effectively support people. People have been failed in so many different ways.
“Football is a wonderful, lovely distraction from everyday life and it is the life of the
banter of the city. Not everyone here supports Liverpool, of course! The footy does lift
your spirits. When we got the second trophy,
the vibe was terrific. And we have a team of
playerswhowanttodostufftoaddressthesocial issues of the city, like Andy Robertson
and Trent Alexander and many others who
come from dead working-class backgrounds
who want to do right by this city.
“These are not photo opportunities.
They do things all the time. Sadio Mané has
just sponsored a scholarship at LU management scheme. And when you put that with
the football, well, it has been brilliant, yeah.
It felt like it was slipping away at some
points during the season. And the way we
have fought back. It’s still City’s to lose. But
it’s been a hell of a ride.”

